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Bus accident expertise
Buses are used in many ways, including transporting students to and from school, transporting
teens and adults to and from jobs, transporting travelers to and from cities and towns, and for
sightseeing purposes. Accidents involving buses are common. If you or a loved one is hurt, our
compassionate team knows how to navigate these cases and understands that even though the
situation may be a large-scale disaster, that each person and each case is unique and deserves
compassion.

Your bus accident claim
With headquarters in Chicago, Romanucci & Blandin approaches a bus accident action as a way
to provide monetary compensation and hold a culpable the at fault driver or organization
responsible for any physical and emotional damages that have occurred.
Our law firm has a team of attorneys and staff who have years of experience with transportation
litigation. Our legal team includes partners who guide the process and share their deep
knowledge of these types of lawsuits. Each client and each situation is different, and your claim is
treated with great care and respect as the team investigates what happened and determines the
best path to justice for you.
At Romanucci & Blandin, our bus accident attorneys research the most up-to-date
transportation laws and hire trained and experienced medical experts to work as expert
witnesses and consultants on your cases. We will evaluate your injury, any police report or
official report, and research the relevant statute of limitations applicable to your case. Whether
it is to review medical bills, transportation laws, equipment maintenance records or other
information, we work to locate and utilize the best transportation experts and expert witnesses
across the country who are experienced in all the relevant state laws.
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We know exactly what to do to litigate your bus accident case. We will prepare thoroughly and meticulously for your day in court. Ultimately,
our aim is to obtain the maximum compensation possible so that you and your family can move on with your life.

Our results for clients in bus accident claims
The results we have achieved bus accident cases are a testament to our team’s dedication to clients. For example, we are proud to have
secured justice for a wide range of awards for people: those who have lost loved ones as well as injured individuals who have been a part of
bus accidents that cause life-altering conditions.

Free consultation on your case by Chicago-based bus accident
attorneys
The bus accident lawyers at Romanucci & Blandin have proven success in these types of cases. Please contact our office at Info@rblaw.net,
312-458-1000 or click here for a free evaluation of your case. There is never a fee until you are compensated for your injuries at the end of
the case.

Experience
$975,000 Settlement – Party Bus Accident
July 2021
$5,348,750 Verdict – Bus Accident
March 1999
$3,500,000 Verdict – Bus Accident
$1,516,000 Settlement – Bicycle Accident
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